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A modelling case study based on observations from the Dynam-

ics of the Madden-Julian Oscillation field campaign is presented

and discussed. It aims at investigating the ocean-atmosphere cou-

pling and the marine atmospheric boundary layer structure over

an oceanic diurnal warm layer. This case corresponds to the de-

velopment of a diurnal warm layer characterized by a sea surface

temperature diurnal cycle of ∼ 2°C. A 1-D oceanic model with

high vertical resolution is used to investigate the mechanisms

responsible for the establishment and decay of the diurnal warm

layer highlighting competing impact of the absorption of the so-

lar radiation, the turbulent transport and the surface heat loss. An

atmospheric large-eddy simulation coupled to the 1-D oceanic

model is then presented and extensively evaluated against the

numerous observations available for this case. The simulation

is able to reproduce the surface fluxes and the main boundary

layer structures. This study thus provides a case to investigate

the ability of parametrizations to handle the ocean-atmosphere

coupling and its impact on the atmospheric boundary layer.

K E Y W O R D S

Diurnal Warm Layer, Ocean-Atmosphere Coupling, Large-Eddy

Simulation.
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1 | INTRODUCTION6

In the tropical regions, the ocean-atmosphere (O-A) interactions happen on a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. Their7

appropriate representations are fundamental for tropical weather forecasting and climate modelling. The turbulent exchanges of8

heat and water vapour at the air–sea interface are mainly driven by two parameters, the sea surface temperature (SST) and the9

surface wind speed (U0). According to the spatial and temporal scales considered, the variability of the air-sea exchanges appears10

to be dominated by the SST variability at global or regional scales, while the U0 variability seems prevalent at meso and local11

scales. Surface temperature variations at the daily timescale are generally smaller over the ocean (Clayson and Weitlich, 2007)12

than over a continental surface. However when appropriate conditions for the development of a diurnal warm layer (DWL) are13

established, an amplitude of the SST diurnal variability up to several degrees can be reached. Under relatively calm near-surface14

wind conditions leading to a weak oceanic vertical mixing, a high incoming solar radiative flux absorbed in the first meters of the15

ocean can lead to the formation of a DWL (Price et al., 1986; Fairall et al., 1996; Soloviev and Lukas, 1997; Kawai and Wada,16

2007). The favourable conditions for a DWL development are encountered during periods of reduced atmospheric convection17

activity which are particularly prevalent during Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO) suppressed phases (e.g Bellenger and Duvel,18

2009). Though the thickness of a DWL is only confined to several meters, the layer can horizontally extend over a thousand19

kilometers and persist for several days (Bellenger and Duvel, 2009; Matthews et al., 2014). Based on a 1979-2002 daily time20

series over the tropics, Bellenger and Duvel (2009) showed that DWL occur over large regions in both Indian and Pacific tropical21

basins, in particular prior to monsoon onset. Matthews et al. (2014) identified that a DWL occurs on 25% of days in the tropical22

warm pool region of the Indian Ocean and western Pacific, with a higher frequency during the MJO suppressed phases. The23

equatorial Indian Ocean particularly is a hot spot of strong DWL development. The presence of DWL is assumed to play an24

important role in intraseasonal tropical oscillation (i.e. MJO) in the equatorial Indian Ocean (Woolnough et al., 2000; Bellenger25

and Duvel, 2009; Moum et al., 2014; Jiang et al., 2020).26

The high amplitudes of the SST diurnal variability associated to a DWL have a significant impact on the thermodynamic and27

turbulence structure of the marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL). In response to a DWL, which drives a daytime increase28

of turbulent surface heat and moisture fluxes, the MABL deepens (Johnson et al., 2001; Johnson and Ciesielski, 2017) and the29

diurnally modulated turbulent field can exhibit particular organizations in open cells or horizontal convective rolls (Ruppert30

and Johnson, 2015). The atmospheric convection can thus be broadly modified. In the absence of a DWL, the typical daytime31

evolution of the atmospheric convection exhibits a peak in the early morning (Yang and Slingo, 2001; Bowman et al., 2005) with32

a weak diurnal variability. In contrast, when a DWL is established, the convection is more analogous to continental signals with33

an increase around noon and a maximum in the afternoon (Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2006; Bellenger et al., 2010; Ruppert and34

Johnson, 2015, 2016). These processes participate in the build-up of moisture during the MJO preconditioning phase, a key35

feature for the MJO onset (Seo et al., 2014; Ruppert and Johnson, 2016; Jiang et al., 2020).36

Besides the large occurrence of DWL, the detailed understanding of the local energetic processes down to diurnal time37

scales remains an open question especially as they affect the whole Ocean-Atmosphere coupled system up to the climate scale38

(Ham et al., 2010; Terray et al., 2012; Masson et al., 2012). Whatever the resolution of the considered model from the global to39

the local scale, the proper representation of MABL processes is fundamental since they control the mass and energy exchanges40

between the surface and the free atmosphere (Teixeira et al., 2008). This is especially prevalent in the presence of a DWL, given41

the non-linear interplays of the mechanisms involved. The lack of representation of those local processes impacts averaged fluxes42

and therefore potentially climate simulations (Bernie et al., 2008; Bellenger and Duvel, 2009; Matthews et al., 2014). Large and43

Caron (2015) used an empirical scheme to represent the sea surface diurnal cycle and revealed its impact on the atmosphere at a44

large scale. A better modeling of the diurnal cycle over the ocean has been also shown to have a clear positive effect on the45

intraseasonal to interannual variability (Flato et al., 2013). One of our objective is to disentangle the different processes at play in46

the evolution of a DWL and to present a reference case study to evaluate and improve their representation in coupled regional47
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and global models.48

Nowadays, only few numerical studies focus on local-scale processes at play in ocean-atmosphere coupling systems.49

Developed reference cases for Large-eddy simulations (LES) have generally only focused on one of the components of the50

coupled system. In MABL studies with LES models, the air-sea interface is thus seen as a model boundary and not as an51

interactive zone. For example, in the First International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) Regional Experiment52

(FIRE) case study dedicated to the marine stratocumulus diurnal cycle, the SST is kept fixed (Duynkerke et al., 2004). The same53

is true in the more recent Rain in Cumulus over the Ocean (RICO) case study investigating the evolution of trade–wind cumulus54

convection (vanZanten et al., 2011). The turbulent surface fluxes can also be fixed, as in the Barbados Oceanographic and55

Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX) case study investigating the marine shallow cumulus convection (Siebesma et al., 2003).56

More recently, case studies of cold air outbreak have been performed with a prescribed time-varying SST in order to represent the57

transport of a cold and dry air mass over a warmer sea (e.g., Roode et al. (2019) in the CONSTRAIN case, Brilouet et al. (2019)58

in a HyMeX case). A lagrangian approach has also been proposed by Sandu and Stevens (2011) or Lemarié et al. (2020), with59

an air mass advected over a changing SST, mimicking the presence of a SST front. Concerning the upper oceanic layer, most60

numerical studies focusing on the DWL mechanisms are based on one-dimensional oceanic models such as Shinoda (2005) and61

Karagali et al. (2017) exploring the role of the solar radiation, Giglio et al. (2017) focusing on the effect of wind gusts on diurnal62

variability and Reffray et al. (2015) studying the sensitivity to the turbulent vertical mixing. High-resolution simulations that63

explicitly resolve the relevant physical processes exist independently for the atmosphere and for the ocean. To our knowledge, no64

case studies exist using coupled ocean-atmosphere simulating systems. A framework with an atmospheric LES forced by an65

evolving SST deduced from a closed surface energy budget (a 1 m slab ocean model) has been recently proposed by Tan et al.66

(2016). They highlighted the opportunities given by allowing feedback between the MABL and the sea surface and emphasized67

that sensitivity to SST changes are not necessarily energetically consistent in previous studies of MABL clouds.68

In the present work, we present the construction of a case study based on the Dynamics of the Madden–Julian Oscillation69

(DYNAMO) field observations, focusing on a DWL, with a 1-D oceanic mixed layer model using very high vertical resolution in70

the upper ocean. The novelty consists in using a coupled O-A framework with an atmospheric LES coupled to a 1-D oceanic71

model. With this case study, we have the objective to quantify the key processes involved in the establishment and decay of the72

DWL and the impact of coupling on the MABL. This represents a first step towards the underlying objective of designing a73

coupled framework based on LES for both the ocean and the atmosphere.74

The paper is organized as follows: the observation data available to build and validate the case study and the coupled75

modelling strategy are presented in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the key processes involved in the DWL development and76

the ability of the 1-D oceanic model to realistically reproduce a DWL. Section 4 is dedicated to the validation of the coupled LES77

with the 1-D oceanic model through the comparison with observations. The last section concludes the paper with a discussion of78

the main results.79

2 | CASE STUDY AND MODELLING STRATEGY80

2.1 | Observations Available for the Case Study81

The DYNAMO field campaign (Yoneyama et al., 2013) focused on the mechanisms governing the preconditioning of deep82

convection leading to a MJO active phase. This field campaign was conducted from boreal fall 2011 to early 2012 over the83

tropical Indian Ocean. Among all the instrumented sites, the research vessel (R/V) Revelle was deployed at the equator and84

80.5°E, an area representative of open-ocean conditions and thus perfectly adapted for the present case study. This vessel was85

particularly well instrumented in order to document jointly the mean structure of the atmospheric and oceanic boundary layers86
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as well as the energy exchanges at the interface. Table 1 summarizes the observations used to build the present case study for87

the MJO suppressed phase monitored in November 2011 (see Moum et al. (2014) for a detailed description of the available88

data). Every three hours, radiosoundes were launched from the R/V Revelle in order to characterize the mean thermodynamic89

structure of the MABL. In addition, the high–resolution Doppler lidar and the ceilometer provided a continuous documentation90

of the wind and the cloud base, respectively. The air–sea interface was monitored with continuous measurements of SST and91

meteorological parameters (temperature, humidity and wind), downward radiative shortwave and longwave fluxes. For the92

period of interest with light wind conditions, estimates of air–sea turbulent fluxes using eddy–covariance or inertial–dissipation93

methods were not accurate enough due to sampling variability and motion corrections issues, particularly critical under these94

wind conditions (Marion, 2014). The turbulent fluxes have been thus estimated from the COARE3.0 bulk algorithm (Fairall95

et al., 2003). Bulk fluxes present some uncertainties, specifically under strong wind conditions (Brilouet et al., 2017) but96

also, as presently, in light wind conditions (Brunke et al., 2003). The upper layer of the ocean was monitored with two CTD97

profiles (Conductivity–Temperature–Depth) per day, combined with Chameleon data profiler (Moum, 1990) providing profiles98

of temperature, salinity and density every 20 minutes. The oceanic current velocity was measured hourly using an Acoustic99

Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP).100

TA B L E 1 Available observations at the R/V Revelle during the DYNAMO field campaign, covering the MJO suppressed
phase of nov. 2011 and used either to build the simulated case study or for its validation.

Type Sample frequency Resolution * Data available References

Atmospheric layer

Radiosoundings 8 per day
z1 at 50–100 m
∆z ∼ 5 m

temperature
humidity

wind components

Earth Observing Laboratory (2014)
Ciesielski et al. (2014)

Doppler lidar 20 min
z1 at 15 m
∆z ∼ 5 m

wind speed
wind direction

Brewer (2013)

Ceilometer 15 sec – cloud base Johnson and Ciesielski (2017)

Air–sea interface

Meteorological station 10min – basic thermodynamic fields

Moum et al. (2014)
de Szoeke et al. (2015)

Turbulent fluxes ** 10min –
latent heat flux

sensible heat flux
wind stress

Radiometers 10 min –
downward shortwave radiation
downward longwave radiation

Oceanic layer

CTD profiles 2 per day
d1 at 1–2 m
∆d ∼ 0.1 m

temperature
salinity
density

de Szoeke et al. (2015)
Chameleon Data 20 min

d1 at 1–3 m
∆d ∼ 1 m

temperature
salinity
density

ADCP 1 hour
d1 at 12–16 m
∆d ∼ 10 m

current velocity

* The ’Resolution’ column provides information about the height, z1, (and respectively the depth d1 for the ocean) of the closest point to the

surface and an estimation of the vertical resolution.

** The turbulent fluxes have been computed using the COARE3.0 bulk algorithm (Fairall et al., 2003) with the mean meteorological observations

at the R/V Revelle.
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The time evolution of wind speed inside the MABL during November 2011 (Fig. 1a), emphasizes light–wind conditions101

encountered from 14 to 17 of November, a period of inhibited deep convection. The wind speed did not exceed 5 m s−1 inside102

the entire MABL during several days in a row. The low-level wind speed tends to increase during the afternoon as mentioned103

by Johnson and Ciesielski (2017) for DYNAMO and already observed by Johnson et al. (2001) during the Tropical Ocean and104

Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response Experiment field campaign (TOGA COARE). They related this105

increase to a more intense buoyancy–driven turbulence activity. After this light wind period, the wind experiences an abrupt106

change with a wind burst corresponding to the beginning of the MJO active phase on the 24 nov. 2011 (Moum et al., 2014). The107

SST time serie presented in Fig. 1b exhibits a strongly pronounced diurnal cycle during the MJO suppressed phase. The diurnal108

amplitude of the SST is on average around 1.5° C and reaches 2.8° C on 16 November over a time lapse of 9 h. Over the inactive109

MJO period, the daily-mean SST regularly increases. As noticed by Matthews et al. (2014), the presence of a DWL leads to a110

higher daily-mean SST due to the accumulation of energy in the upper–ocean layer. This process is crucial in the preconditioning111

of deep convection and the triggering of the MJO active phase (Woolnough et al., 2000; Bernie et al., 2005; Matthews et al.,112

2014). The downward shortwave radiative flux time serie (Fig. 1b) reflects the relatively clear sky conditions encountered above113

the R/V Revelle with a weak cloud attenuation. The 20 and 22 of November are notable examples where the cloud cover may114

have induced a weakening of the SST diurnal cycle. Under clear sky conditions, the SST peaks generally in the afternoon around115

1600 LT. The downward shortwave radiative flux and the SST diurnal peaks are thus phase shifted of around 4 hours (Price et al.,116

1986; Shinoda, 2005; Kawai and Wada, 2007). The time serie of the surface wind speed, also sketched in Fig. 1b, confirms the117

light wind conditions during this suppressed period and the increases of the surface wind speed during the afternoons. As soon as118

the MJO phase gets active, the surface signals are unambiguous, the wind burst reaches up to 16 m s−1 and the SST collapses.119

The atmospheric conditions encountered during this MJO suppressed phase, i.e. a high solar forcing combined with low wind120

speed, are favourable for the development of DWLs. The upper–ocean temperature structure, presented in Fig. 1c, is indeed121

stably stratified during daytime due to the accumulation of solar energy.122

Over the entire suppressed phase, we selected a 54-hour period, from the 13 nov. 2011 at 2300 LT to the 16 nov. 2011 at123

0500 LT (the black frame in Fig. 1). During this period, from the surface up to the top of the MABL, light wind conditions are124

persistent and the MABL does not present any wind shear. The downward shortwave radiation is only slightly affected by the125

cloud cover and almost clear sky conditions can be considered. With respect to both SST and ocean temperature observations, the126

diurnal response of the ocean to atmospheric forcing is significant over the two selected days with a particularly strong diurnal127

variability. A maximum of the SST amplitude is observed on the 16 nov. 2011, however the oceanic mixed layer does not exhibit128

a diurnal warm layer but rather a cooling of the water column that can be induced by horizontal advection and/or cold water129

lenses. These processes are, at this time, too complex to be correctly taken into account in the present modeling approach. In130

order to validate the novel numerical strategy presented here, an atmospheric LES coupled with an 1-D oceanic model on each131

surface grid point, the 54h selected period provides an ideal framework for the build–up of the present modelling case study to132

investigate over two consecutive days the establishment, development and dissipation of a DWL as well as its impact on the133

diurnal variability of the MABL mean and turbulent structures.134

2.2 | Modelling Framework of the ocean-atmosphere coupled system135

2.2.1 | Modelling Strategy136

The two main objectives of this study are: 1/ to assess whether a 1-D oceanic model is able to reproduce the observed time137

evolution of DWL and how radiation absorption, turbulence and atmospheric forcing affect its characteristics and 2/ to build a138

case to analyze the DWL impact on the atmosphere. To this aim, we carried out numerical simulations of the case study presented139
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(a)

(b)

(c)

F I G U R E 1 (a) Time-height cross-section of wind speed (U) measured from a high-resolution Doppler Lidar inside the
MABL, (b) time series of sea surface temperature (SST) from the SeaSnake, downward shortwave radiation (SWdown ) from a
radiometer and wind speed close to the surface (U0) from a meteorological station and (c) time-depth cross-section of
temperature (T) in the ocean monitored with the Chameleon profiler. The data were monitored at R/V Revelle during the leg 3 of
the DYNAMO field campaign. The black square refers to the 54 h interval selected for the simulation.

above. For the first objective we used a 1-D ocean model forced with atmospheric fields. Once this reference simulation has140

been evaluated with the available observations, we performed a suite of sensitivity tests in order to highlight the main processes141

involved in the DWL growth and collapse. For the second objective, we used a 3D atmospheric LES model coupled at each of its142

surface grid point with a 1-D oceanic model. The results of these two ocean experiments (forced and coupled) enable to assess143

the impact of atmospheric forcing on a DWL and to analyze the response of the MABL to the coupling.144

2.2.2 | The One–dimensional Oceanic Model and the Oceanic Set–up145

The 1-D oceanic model is used first to check its capability of reproducing the DWL, then in coupled mode with the Meso-NH146

atmospheric model (Lac et al., 2018). Whatever the configuration the SST is explicitly solved by the oceanic model. The ocean147

model used is the one-dimensional model of Gaspar et al. (1990) with a prognostic equation of the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)148

with a 1.5-order closure, inserted in the surface module SURFEX of the Meso-NH model (Lebeaupin Brossier et al., 2009). The149

other prognostic variables are the ocean temperature, salinity and horizontal current components. Based on sensitivity tests to150

ensure the convergence of results (not shown here), the simulations are performed with a time step of 5 sec. The z-vertical grid151

has been chosen to be able to reproduce the thin DWL: a constant 10 cm grid mesh from the surface down to 5 m depth, then a152

progressively stretched grid mesh from 5 m to 20 m down to 50 m depth, then a constant grid mesh of 50 m. Since the observed153
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(d) (e) (f)

(a) (b) (c)

F I G U R E 2 Profiles of (a) potential temperature (θ), (b) specific humidity (q ) and (c) zonal wind speed (u) used to initialize
the atmospheric part of the simulation. The profiles are obtained from a smoothing of the the sounding performed the 13 nov.
2011 at 2351LT on the R/V Revelle. Profiles of (d) temperature, (e) salinity and (f) current used to initialize the 1-D ocean
model. The profiles are obtained from a smoothing of the CTD sounding performed the 13 nov. 2011 around 22LT. ADCP data
are used and extrapolated up to the surface for the oceanic current.

oceanic temperature at 10 m depth is steady for these two days (Fig. 1c), neglecting the large scale horizontal advection is a154

reasonable assumption and no large-scale tendency of temperature is prescribed. The initial state of the ocean, derived from155

observations, is presented in Figure 2d, e, f. A slightly stable layer is apparent on the temperature down to 80 m while the salinity156

is well mixed down to 140 m. The oceanic current is relaxed toward the initial profile with a relaxation timescale of 24 h enabling157

diurnal variations.158

The surface heat budget is the sum of the shortwave (solar) flux (SWnet ), the longwave (infrared) flux (LWnet ), and the159

sensible and the latent heat fluxes. The downward SW (SWdown ) forcing comes from the R/V Revelle observations (Fig. 1b)160

and a small fraction of it, the upward SW (SWup ) is reflected, depending on the albedo and calculated in the oceanic model.161

The net shortwave flux is strongly positive, a large part of SWdown radiative flux penetrates in the ocean. This SWnet radiation162

is absorbed in the ocean column, providing a heat source (Soloviev and Lukas, 2014). The longwave radiation emitted from163

the sea surface (LWup ) is computed using the ocean model SST with the assumption that the ocean radiates as a gray body and164

therefore LWup is proportional to (SST )4. The turbulent heat fluxes H and LE (and the wind stress ®τ) are computed with the165

iterative bulk parameterization COARE3.0 (Fairall et al., 2003) using the prognostic SST provided by the 1-D oceanic model and166

the atmospheric variables observed by the R/V Revelle such as the temperature, the moisture and the relative wind taking into167
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account the surface current. The non-solar heating term at the surface Fnsol is then the sum of sensible, latent and net LWnet168

fluxes:169

Fnsol = H + LE + LWnet (1)

The last forcing field required by the oceanic model is the precipitation rate, which is given by the R/V Revelle observations.170

The one-dimensional equation of temperature can be expressed as:171

∂T

∂t︸︷︷︸
T END

=
SWnet

ρ0cp

∂I (z )
∂z︸             ︷︷             ︸

DT F SOL

− ∂w
′T ′

∂z︸      ︷︷      ︸
TURB

, (2)

where the temperature tendency (TEND) is decomposed into a source of energy from the penetrating SW radiations (DTFSOL)172

and a term of vertical mixing (TURB).173

The boundary condition forTURB is given by174

−w ′T ′ (z = 0) = Fnsol
ρ0cp

, (3)

where ρ0 and cp are the reference density and specific heat at a constant pressure of seawater, respectively. I (z ) is the vertical175

absorption of the shortwave radiative heat flux. The penetration of the SW radiation depends on numerous factors as the sun176

angle, the cloud cover or the water colour depending on chlorophyll concentration (Ohlmann et al., 2000). Following Paulson177

and Simpson (1977), I (z ) is expressed as a sum of exponential terms:178

I (z ) = A1e−z/λ1 + (1 − A1)e−z/λ2 , (4)

where z is the depth (positive downward) and A1 an attenuation parameter. The two length scales, λ1 and λ2, are penetration179

depths corresponding to absorption by the red and blue-green parts of the solar spectrum, respectively. As this vertical absorption180

I (z ) is a key process in term of energy distribution inside the ocean layer, we carried out sensitivity tests on its expression and181

vertical discretization as detailed in Sect. 3.2.1.182

2.2.3 | The Meso-NH Model and the Atmospheric Set–up183

The MABL evolution is simulated with Meso-NH (Lac et al., 2018), a non-hydrostatic atmospheric research model sharing its184

physics with the French operational model AROME (Seity et al., 2011). In the present LES runs, the momentum components are185

advected with a fourth-order centered scheme whereas the scalar variables are advected with a piece-wise parabolic method186

scheme from Colella and Woodward (1984). A fourth-order explicit Runge–Kutta method is applied for the timestepping.187

Concerning the physical parameterizations, mixed-phase clouds are handled by a warm microphysical scheme (Kessler, 1969)188

which allows transformations between vapor, cloud water and rain water. The radiative transfers are computed based on the189

ECMWF operational radiative code (Gregory et al., 2000). The turbulence scheme (Cuxart et al., 2000) is based on a 1.5-order190

closure with a prognostic equation of the TKE derived from Redelsperger and Sommeria (1986). The mixing length is defined as191

the cubic root of the three mesh sides, with a correction depending on stratification (Deardorff, 1980).192
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For the LES, we chose an horizontal domain of 30 km × 30 km that is large enough to capture the mesoscale organization of193

the turbulent field into horizontal convective rolls or open cells (Weckwerth et al., 1996; de Roode et al., 2004). The simulation194

can be defined as an LES if at least 70 − 80% of the TKE is explicitly resolved (Pope, 2000). It is recognized that about ten195

grid points are needed to correctly reproduce a turbulent structure and the thermodynamic horizontal characteristic length scale196

are in the order of magnitude of the MABL depth (de Roode et al., 2004). During the suppressed periods of the DYNAMO197

field campaign, Johnson and Ciesielski (2017) observed MABL depths of around 600 m at the R/V Revelle. The LES is thus198

performed with a horizontal resolution of 50 m. The vertical grid is composed of 78 levels with a resolution of 10 m close to199

the surface, progressively stretched to 250 m above 3 km up to the top of the model at 5 km. With this stretched grid, there are200

around 35 vertical levels inside the MABL with a resolution of 30 m at its top (i.e. around 600 m). Periodic lateral boundary201

conditions are applied and an absorbing layer is added at the top of the domain to prevent the reflection of gravity waves. The202

simulation starts the 13 nov. 2011 at 2300 LT for a duration of 54 hours.203

The atmospheric model is initialized with horizontally homogeneous profiles of potential temperature, specific humidity and204

wind component presented in Fig. 2a,b,c. Those profiles, derived from the R/V Revelle radiosounding the 13 nov. 2011 at 2351205

LT, have been smoothed in order to remove the small scale vertical variability which cannot be captured by the model. As the206

LES configuration is a limited-area domain, the large-scale conditions must be prescribed. Close to the equator, the Coriolis207

effect becomes negligible and the horizontal temperature gradients are known to be small in the Tropics (Sobel et al., 2001).208

Due to the light wind conditions, the large-scale horizontal advection of temperature and humidity are assumed to be negligible209

compared to the other budget terms whereas a large-scale vertical velocitywLS has to be prescribed (Sobel et al., 2014; Ruppert210

and Johnson, 2015). The determination ofwLS remains one of the greatest long-standing observational challenges of atmospheric211

science, especially for fair weather tropical condition (see Bony and Stevens (2019) for a review and discussion). Whereas its212

magnitude is small compared to the horizontal wind,wLS largely controls the vertical distribution of atmospheric water vapour.213

The last 25 years of tropical boundary layer research based on idealized simulations of the atmosphere with SCM, CRM or LES,214

have pointed out thatwLS is a critical forcing unconstrained by observations (e.g. Sobel and Bretherton (2000)). In this study,215

the large–scale vertical velocity has been estimated, at the first order, following a radiative–convective equilibrium (Sobel and216

Bretherton, 2000; Mapes, 2001). Details about the method are presented in appendix A. The prescribed large—scale vertical217

velocity is then chosen to be constant in time and equals the time average over 54 hours, corresponding to the duration of the218

simulation. As the characteristic timescales of large-scale conditions are much larger than those of the boundary layer processes219

studied here, this assumption appears reasonable. As the case study is localized in the tropical region where the dynamics is220

complex (linked for example to the influence of the waves, the temporal and spatial variability or the light wind conditions), the221

model, with a closed-area domain, is not able to reproduce the mesoscale dynamics complexity. To cope with this, a 3-hour222

nudging of the mean wind (i.e. horizontally averaged wind in LES case) is applied towards the observed R/V Revelle wind223

profiles. Varying this time scale in LES shows weak sensitivity.224

In this configuration, the atmospheric model is coupled at each grid point of the surface domain, to an oceanic column. The225

oceanic columns are independent of each other, no information is exchanged horizontally between the oceanic columns.All the226

forcing fields transmitted to the oceanic model are computed by Meso-NH in its surface scheme. The forcing fields are composed227

of the net radiative fluxes SWnet (solar) and LWnet (infrared), the turbulent fluxes (latent heat, sensible heat and momentum)228

using the COARE3.0 algorithm (Fairall et al., 2003) as in the forced configuration, and the simulated precipitation rate. These229

parameters are then transmitted at each surface grid point to the different and independent oceanic columns. Each 1-D ocean230

model computes the prognostic evolution of temperature, salinity, horizontal current components and turbulent kinetic energy231

profiles. Then, the SST value estimated by each oceanic column with the 1-D model is transmitted to the atmospheric model for232

the next time step calculations, in particular for computing LW up and the surface turbulent heat fluxes. Simulated horizontal233

surface currents are not used for flux computation nor in the atmospheric model for turbulence to avoid spurious dynamical234

discontinuities to propagate in the MABL.235
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3 | REPRODUCING A DIURNAL WARM LAYER WITH A 1-D OCEANIC MODEL236

3.1 | Reference Configuration237

The results presented in this section are obtained with the reference 1-D ocean experiment, forced by the 10-min R/V Revelle238

atmospheric observations. This permits to investigate the representation of the DWL formation and life-cycle in the model with a239

controlled atmospheric forcing. The SST and surface turbulent fluxes are computed by the 1-D oceanic model.240

3.1.1 | Surface time evolution241

In this reference simulation, the diurnal variation of SST (Fig. 3a) is reproduced with a good temporal correlation and primarily242

linked with the SWdown time evolution (Fig. 3c). The peak is reached in the afternoon between 1600 LT and 1700 LT as found243

by Matthews et al. (2014) or Large and Caron (2015). The amplitude of the observed and simulated daily SST variations are244

very close with ∆SSTobs = 1.83 °C and ∆SSTsimu = 1.79 °C for the first day. Differences on the second day are higher with245

∆SSTobs = 2.15 °C and ∆SSTsimu = 2.40 °C. The increase of daily-averaged SST between the two days is 0.29°C and 0.06°C246

for the simulation and the observations, respectively. This slight discrepancy can come from large scale temperature advection247

neglected in the simulation as not measured during the field experiment. Once the SST peak is reached in the afternoon and the248

SW flux decreases, the decrease of SST is however faster in observations than in models. This rapid SST decay is probably due249

to the surface wind speed peak observed at 1600 LT (Fig. 3a). This induces corresponding peaks in the turbulent heat fluxes (Fig.250

3b). As suggested by Bellenger et al. (2010), the increase of surface wind can be partly linked with the convective gusts. The251

observed nocturnal state (after 2300 LT) is correctly reproduced by the model.252

As seen above, the non-solar surface heat flux (Eq. 1) is largely controlled by the SST. The variations of LWup and the253

discrepancies between simulation and observations (Fig. 3e) reproduce those of the SST. The surface latent and sensible heat flux254

(Fig. 3b) are modulated by the SST and the wind speed. They show a diurnal evolution of around 150 W m−2 and 20 W m−2,255

respectively, which is influenced by the SST diurnal evolution, and the discrepancies between simulation and observations are256

correlated with the SST difference described above. Their evolution is also strongly correlated with that of the surface wind257

speed (Fig. 3a) as previously observed by Ruppert and Johnson (2015, 2016). The resulting non-solar heat flux is typically of258

the order of 100 W m−2 with peaks up to 300 W m−2, consistent with suppressed conditions in tropical regions. The larger259

differences between observations and simulation are due to SST differences, and the time evolution is largely controlled by260

the wind speed. The SST exerts a clear negative feedback on the atmosphere through the longwave upward radiative flux and261

turbulent (mainly latent) heat fluxes.262

The downward shortwave radiation forcing, presented in Fig. 3c, follows almost a clear sky temporal evolution, with only263

small shallow cumuli passing over the R/V Revelle sampling area for the first day, except for the second day around 1600 LT with264

a sharp fall, probably associated with few cumuli. The small differences between the upward shortwave radiations observed and265

simulated are linked to the albedo. The observed SWup has been determined with a fixed albedo of 5.5% whereas the simulated266

albedo depends on several parameters (such as the solar zenithal angle). Finally, the upward and downward longwave radiative267

fluxes (Fig. 3d) present small variations reflecting nearly clear sky conditions. During the day, these variations are consistent268

with the solar radiations, which confirm the passage of few clouds.269
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

F I G U R E 3 Time series of (a) the sea surface temperature (solid lines) and surface wind speed (dashed lines), (b) latent heat
flux (solid lines) and sensible heat flux (dashed lines), (c) downward shortwave radiation (solid line) and upward shortwave
radiation (dashed lines), (d) upward longwave radiation (solid lines) and downward longwave radiation (dashed lines) and (e)
non-solar heating Fnsol = LWup − LWdown + LE + H . The black lines are the observations from the R/V Revelle and the
orange lines (CTL) correspond to the reference oceanic simulation. The fluxes are counted positive when they correspond to a
gain of energy for the atmosphere (i.e. a loss of energy for the ocean).

3.1.2 | Time evolution of the oceanic mixed layer270

The time–depth cross–section of the oceanic temperature is presented in Fig. 4a. The initial well-mixed isothermal profile of the271

oceanic mixed layer is progressively cooled during the night, reaching a temperature minimum of 29.65 °C at 0600 LT. After272
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sunrise, the upper layer of the ocean absorbing the SW radiation is warmed with a temperature variation at 1 m depth reaching273

1.30 °C from 0600 LT to 1600LT for the first day and 1.38 °C for the second one. In order to characterize the simulated DWL274

in terms of depth and temporal extent, the analysis developed by Matthews et al. (2014) has been applied. The DWL depth is275

defined here as the depth of a fixed isotherm (T∗) linked to the minimum temperature (Tmin ) at d=0.5 m and the maximum value276

over a period of 24 h (Tmax ) as follows:277

dDWL = d (T = T∗), (5)

with278

T∗ = Tmin + α (Tmax −Tmin ) , (6)

and α fixed at 0.3 (Matthews et al., 2014). The temporal extent of the DWL is then defined as the duration over which its279

thickness is not null (thick black contour in Fig. 4). The DWL is thicker on the first day than on the second one with maximum280

depths of 2.9 m and 2.3 m, and duration of 15h 17 mn and 14h 40 mn, respectively. However, the diurnal variation magnitude281

in the first meter is higher for the second day because the solar energy is trapped over a thinner layer. As already observed by282

Moulin et al. (2018), in light wind conditions the wind-driven mixing is too weak to destabilize the confined near-surface layer.283

Here, wind conditions over the 0500LT – 1700LT time interval are lighter on the second day with U0 = 1.29 m s−1 compared to284

U0 = 2.05 m s−1 on the first day, and they lead to a thinner but warmer DWL. Once the shortwave radiative flux decreases in the285

afternoon (Fig. 3c), the ocean loses energy due to surface heat exchanges and turbulent mixing of the upper layer (see below). It286

returns to isothermal conditions at the end of the night, just before sunrise.287

The simulated DWL are now compared with observations. Because DWL is shallow, its proper sampling requires a very288

fine vertical resolution close to the surface. Unfortunately, for the current period of interest, the available observations were too289

coarse to properly describe the upper–ocean structure in the first meters below the surface. Also, the instruments need time to290

stabilize themselves in the water, CTD and Chameleon do not provide measurements in the first two meters. The junction of the291

observed temperature profiles with the SST measured on the R/V Revelle must be considered with prudence. Therefore, the292

comparison of the observations and the simulated fields in this subsurface region should be taken with caution. Comparisons293

between simulated and observed profiles of temperature for the two days are presented in Fig. 4f and Fig. 4g. Despite a slightly294

colder behaviour in the simulation the first day, the simulated and observed temperature profiles are in agreement below 2 m295

depth. As discussed in the previous section, the SST (black and orange triangles) are very close to each other at 1300 LT. At296

2200 LT (dashed lines in Fig. 4f and 4g), the differences between the simulated and observed DWLs are more pronounced. The297

observed temperature profiles present well-mixed behaviour which seems realistically extrapolated up to the surface whereas a298

warm layer signal remains in the simulated temperature profiles. We interpret this delay in the collapse of the DWL as due to the299

vertical mixing, which is probably not sufficiently efficient here, under stably stratified conditions, to propagate downwards the300

SW heating close to the surface (Matthews et al., 2014).301

The simulated oceanic current also exhibits a well marked diurnal evolution with a 2-h delay with respect to the DWL302

(Fig.4e). Large and Caron (2015) also noticed a surface current reaching its peak in the afternoon, delayed with the temperature303

maximum. Its peak value of 0.17 m s−1 agrees with observational studies, such as Sutherland et al. (2016) who observed a diurnal304

jet of 0.15 m s−1 or Kudryavtsev and Soloviev (1990) with a current anomaly up to 0.19 m s−1. Due to the stably stratified305

structures of the DWL, the wind-driven momentum is trapped and leads to a diurnal jet (Price et al., 1986; Cronin and Kessler,306

2009; Smyth et al., 2013).307
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(b)

(c)

(a)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

14 nov.

15 nov.

F I G U R E 4 Time-depth cross-section of (a) the temperature (T) inside the oceanic mixed layer, (b) the absorbed SW
radiation (DTFSOL) and (c) the vertical turbulent mixing (TURB) as the terms of the heat budget (eq. 2), (d) the turbulent
kinetic energy (TKE) and (e) the current (ucur ). The thick black contour represents the depth of the DWL, the purple and green
dashed-lines in (c) refer to Ri = 0 and Ri = 1/4, respectively. Simulated profiles of temperature (orange lines) compared to
CTD profiles (black lines) and Chameleon data (cyan lines) (f) on the 14 nov. and (g) on the 15 nov., the solid and dashed lines
correspond to 1300 LT and 2200 LT, respectively.

3.1.3 | Heat Budget in the Oceanic Mixed Layer308

To quantify the role of the different processes controlling the DWL evolution, we explore here the evolution of the right-hand309

side terms of Eq. 2, namely the penetration of the SW radiations (DFTSOL) and the turbulent mixing (TURB) (Fig. 4b and c).310

The SW absorbed radiation is a predominant heat source over a very thin layer only, due to its exponential decay with depth. It311

reaches a maximum of 1.24 °C h−1 at the first oceanic model level (10 cm depth) but abruptly drops to 0.11 °C h−1 around 1 m.312
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TA B L E 2 Summary of the three sets of sensitivity tests performed on the key processes driving the heat budget of the
oceanic mixed layer: the solar heating (DTFSOL in Eq. 2), through the absorption of solar radiation with depth (eq. 4) and the
effect of using different discretization methods, the wind-driven mixing through the wind stress and the heat loss through the
surface air-sea exchanges (eq. 3).

Solar coefficients Penetrating profile
τ (N m−2) U0 (m s−1) Fnsol (W m−2)

A1 λ1 (m) λ2 (m) discretization

Reference CTL 0.58 0.35 23 Compact exponential scheme Bulk from atm. obs. R/V Revelle obs. R/V Revelle obs.

Solar S1 0.58 0.35 23 1st-order finite differences X X X

S2 0.69 1.1 23 Compact exponential scheme X X X

Dynamic D1 X X X X Fixed to 0 N m−2 X X

D2 X X X X 1.5 × τCT L X X

Surface SURF1 X X X X X Fixed to 1.7 m s−1 X

SURF2 X X X X X X Fixed to 146 W m−2

The DWL extension down to several meters is then controlled by other processes propagating this solar heating downwards.313

In the following, we use the Richardson number (Fig. 4c) and the TKE evolution (Fig. 4d) to investigate the respective parts314

of buoyancy and dynamical mechanism (or shear instability) in the turbulent mixing. The Richarsdon is defined as Ri = N 2/S2315

with N 2 the buoyancy frequency and S2, the shear magnitude. Three regions of the oceanic upper layer can be defined according316

to its values (Fig. 4c). The areas where Ri < 0 correspond to unstable thermal conditions (brown dashed-line for Ri = 0). Ri317

between 0 and 1/4 characterize unstable dynamical conditions (between the purple dashed-line and the green dashed-line). The318

area where Ri > 1/4 characterizes stable conditions.319

The time-depth evolution of Ri shows that, shortly after sunrise, the oceanic upper layer is thermally stable. Only a thin320

layer close to the surface remains thermally unstable, with strong TKE values. Caldwell et al. (1997) and Moulin et al. (2018)321

also observed a turbulence decay by an order of magnitude. During the day, the stability and the TKE in the oceanic upper layer322

increase, in link with the increase of the buoyancy frequency N2 (not shown). When the DWL develops, the area of dynamic323

instability (Ri ∈ [0, 1/4]) increases and follows the bottom of the DWL. Turbulent mixing is thus generated through dynamical324

instabilities and erodes the DWL from below (Smyth et al., 2013; Moulin et al., 2018). The layer below is characterized by325

stable conditions (Ri > 1/4) and minimum values of TKE. At night, under low wind conditions, the main source of TKE is the326

buoyancy production. Before sunrise, the thermal instability extends to concern the whole layer, where the turbulence is also327

active.328

The full cycle of DWL from its formation to its decay is thus controlled by the combination of several processes: absorbed329

solar radiation, surface heat loss and turbulent vertical mixing. The present simulation shows that the 1-D oceanic model is able330

to satisfactorily reproduce the evolution of these processes.331

3.2 | Sensitivity tests332

In order to isolate and better understand the role of these processes, three sets of sensitivity tests have been performed, focusing333

on the role of solar heating, turbulent mixing and surface cooling (Table 2). The role of DTFSOL is analyzed by varying the334

penetration profile. The dynamics is investigated by varying the wind stress and its contribution to the mechanical production of335

TKE. Finally, the surface cooling, the boundary condition of the ocean (Eq. 3) is considered.336
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3.2.1 | Absorption of the solar radiation337

Though a key parameter for the DWL evolution, the solar radiation absorption profile is poorly constrained. Indeed, it is very338

difficult to measure because it concerns mostly the first meters of the ocean (Soloviev, 1982; Soloviev and Lukas, 1997; Shinoda,339

2005). For instance, almost 50% of the solar energy is confined in the first 1.5 m at the R/V Revelle location during the DYNAMO340

field campaign (Moum et al., 2014; Matthews et al., 2014). Previous studies highlighted the impact of variations in chlorophyll341

concentrations, albedo or turbidity on the penetration profile (Ohlmann et al., 2000; Shinoda, 2005; Matthews et al., 2014). Here,342

we test the sensitivity to two combinations of absorption parameters involved in the formulation of I (z ) (eq. 4). Due to an343

exponential form of the penetration profile, it is very sensitive to the numerical computation of its vertical divergence (test S2,344

parameters A1 and λ1, λ2 in Eq. 4). We also test the influence of the discretization method (S1). Figure 5 presents the differences345

of volume heat source and of temperature inside the oceanic layer compared to the control simulation. In the analysis, the focus346

is on the growth phase of the DWL since the solar absorption is expected to have the strongest impact on this period.347

(b)
S1 - CTL S2 - CTL

(a)

(d)

(c) (e)

F I G U R E 5 (a) Time series of the sea surface temperature (SST), the back line corresponds to the SST monitored at the R/V
Revelle with a sea snake and the coloured lines correspond to the sensitivity tests listed in Table 2. Time–depth cross–sections of
the difference the volume heat source induced by the absorption of solar radiation (the first term of the right hand side in eq. 2)
and temperature between the simulations listed in Table 2 and the reference simulation (CTL). (b), (c) S1 and (d), (e) S2. The
thick black contours represent the depth of the DWL for the reference (solid lines) and the test (dashed lines), respectively.

The way the profile is discretized (S1) directly impacts the volume concerned by the absorption of solar radiation as shown348

in Fig. 5b. A one-order finite difference method (coarse discretization) leads to a heat deficit close to the surface, part of the349

absorbed solar radiation is not being taken into account. An exponential profile (Compact Exponential Difference Scheme)350

ensures that no absorbed solar flux is , independently of the chosen mesh size. This is the discretization method used in the351

oceanic model NEMO, (standing for Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean) which is a modelling framework for research352

activities and forecasting services in ocean and climate sciences (Gurvan et al., 2019). The temperature differences at d=0.5 m353

can reach 0.48 °C and the formed DWL, whilst similar in thickness, is colder (cf. Fig. 5c). The SST amplitude is thus weaker and354
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the temporal correlation with the observations during the growing phase is also impaired. Changing the absorption coefficients355

(S2) also changes the energy distribution with a larger and deeper heat dilution (Fig. 5d), resulting in a thicker DWL (Fig. 5e).356

The agreement of the simulated SST with observations is lower, both for the DWL growth timing and its magnitude.357

3.2.2 | Surface wind stress358

The turbulent mixing propagates downwards the energy brought by solar heating. Near the surface, this mixing is controlled by359

the wind stress, even in the light-wind conditions corresponding to strong DWLs (Smyth et al., 2013; Giglio et al., 2017). We test360

here (Fig. 6) the effect of setting the wind stress to 0 (D1) or increasing it by 50% (D2).361

(c)
D1 - CTL D2 - CTL

(b)

(f)

(d) (g)

(e) (h)

(a)

F I G U R E 6 (a) Time series of the wind stress, (b) of the SST, time-depth cross-sections of the difference of temperature,
TKE and current between the simulations listed in Table 2 and the reference simulation (CTL). (c), (d), (e) D1; (f), (g), (h) D2.
The thick black contours represent the depth of the DWL for the reference (solid lines) and the test (dashed lines), respectively.
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(c)

(b)

(e)

(d) (f)

(a)

SURF1 - CTL SURF2 - CTL

F I G U R E 7 (a) Time series of the non-solar heating Fnsol = LWup − LWdown + LE + H , (b) of the SST, and time-depth
cross-sections of (c), (e) the difference of temperature and (d), (f) the difference of the vertical turbulent mixingTURB (the
second term of the right hand side in eq. 2) between the simulations listed in Table 2 and the reference simulation (CTL). The
thick black contours represent the depth of the DWL for the reference (solid lines) and the test (dashed lines), respectively.

With no wind stress (D1), the DWL is thinner and warmer because it is limited to the solar flux penetrative layer (Fig. 6c).362

The wind stress greatly shapes the evolution of TKE, and no diurnal jet is simulated here compared to the reference simulation.363

This shows that the jet is generated through the wind-driven momentum. Increasing the wind stress at the surface (D2) results in364

larger TKE and shear at the base of the DWL (Fig. 6g and h), thus in a deeper DWL (Fig. 6f) and in a weaker SST diurnal cycle.365

A thinner and warmer (respectively deeper and cooler) DWL leads to a higher (respectively lower) SST amplitude.366

3.2.3 | Surface cooling367

The sensitivity tests performed here (Fig. 7) explore the impact of fixing the wind to its mean value over the period (U0 = 1.7 m368

s−1; SURF1), or to fixing the non-solar flux to its mean value over the period (Fnsol = 146 W m−2; SURF2).369

Smoothing the non-solar heat flux, either directly (SURF2) or through the wind speed (SURF1) results in warmer SST370

and DWL (Fig. 7b and c). The temperature structure is particularly affected close to the peak of the non-solar heat flux with371

maximum temperature differences of 0.47 °C and 0.3 °C for SURF1 and SURF2, respectively. In both cases, the depth of the372
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DWL is only slightly affected. However, as expected less surface cooling leads to a warmer layer in SURF1.373

The SURF2 test combines the effect of the temporal smoothing and of the absence of feedback between the SST and the374

non-solar heat fluxes, which are kept constant. The lack of energy loss in the afternoon (Fig. 7a) leads to a warmer DWL and375

longer (1 h 27 mn) DWL. The SST is higher, due to weaker surface cooling (Fig. 7b).376

The SURF1 test impacts not only the non-solar heat fluxes but also the wind stress that governs the turbulent mixing.377

Additional sensitivity tests isolating the two contributions (not shown here) revealed that the final impact on the DWL is more378

due to the surface heat loss than to the wind stress, in agreement with the findings of Giglio et al. (2017). Here, the thinner and379

warmer DWL in the afternoon (Fig. 7c) is attributed to the reduction of the surface heat loss due to lighter wind with no gusts380

than to the reduction of the turbulent mixing (see also Fig. 7d).381

We showed here than the 1-D oceanic model forced by the atmospheric R/V Revelle observations is able to accurately382

reproduce the observed DWL. We investigated the key processes involved in the evolution of the DWL and their sensitivity to383

the model formulations. The solar absorption is particularly sensitive to the formulation of the penetration profile and vertical384

discretization scheme. The DWL thickness and the amplitude of the SST variation are very sensitive to the wind stress amplitude.385

Suppressing the time variations of the non-solar heat fluxes inhibits the SST cooling and gives warmer DWL. Finally, suppressing386

the wind speed time variability impacts more the non-solar heat flux than the turbulent mixing, resulting in a thinner and warmer387

DWL.388

4 | EVALUATION OF THE LARGE-EDDY SIMULATIONS WITH OBSERVA-389

TIONS390

In order to investigate the evolution of the MABL above an oceanic DWL and to examine the coupling effects, an atmospheric391

LES has been performed for a 2-day period, coupled, at each surface grid point, with the 1-D oceanic model discussed in Sect.392

3.1. This approach allows to represent the main ocean-atmosphere interactions.393

4.1 | Air-Sea Exchanges394

Figure 8 presents the temporal evolution of the surface parameters, i.e. SST, potential temperature θ0, specific humidity q0 and395

wind speed U0 at z=10 m (the second level of the atmospheric model, to be comparable with the observations) and the associated396

air-sea exchanges through the turbulent surface fluxes (H, LE and τ), calculated from those thermodynamic parameters with397

the COARE 3.0 bulk parameterization. Considering the weak wind intensity, the advection of structures within the domain is398

relatively slow, which allows to compare here the spatial variability over the whole domain and the temporal variability observed399

at a fixed point on the R/V Revelle.400

The SST diurnal cycle (Fig. 8a) is quite well reproduced by the coupled configuration. The SST seems almost spatially401

homogeneous over the simulation domain for the two days. The growing phase is correlated in time with the observations, with402

SST diurnal variations ranging 1.8–2.2 °C. For the second day, the simulated SST maximum is too high and slightly shifted403

in the afternoon, at around 1500 LT - 1600 LT, associated with an increase of the spatial variability. The too slow decay after404

sunset, already pointed out with the forced 1-D oceanic model, is still present in the coupled run. This discrepancy of the DWL405

dissipation is partly linked to the turbulent mixing inside the oceanic layer, the coupling being not able to improve it as inherent to406

the 1-D oceanic model. Compared to the results obtained with the forced 1-D oceanic run (cf. Sect. 3.1), the 1-D oceanic model407

in the coupled mode is also able to reproduce the evolution of the DWL and thus the diurnal cycle of the SST. Interestingly, during408
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

F I G U R E 8 Mean and +/− standard deviation time series of (a) sea surface temperature (SST), (b) potential temperature
(θ0), (c) specific humidity (q0), (d) wind speed (U0) close to the surface, taken at the second level of the atmospheric model (i.e.
10 m), (e) sensible heat flux (H), (f) latent heat flux (LE) and (g) surface wind stress (τ). For the coupled LES (orange lines), the
mean and the standard deviations are calculated on hourly output over the whole domain. For the R/V Revelle observations
(black lines), the mean and standard deviation are calculated over a 2h sliding interval. The turbulent fluxes are computed with
the COARE 3.0 bulk algorithm.

nighttime, at the R/V Revelle, a SST drop is monitored around 0600 LT for 10 to 20 minutes. As no substantial temperature409

changes are observed on the Chameleon profiles (Fig 1c), a shallow cold rain layer is expected. Considering the extreme values,410

the simulation presents some rare low values of SST consistent with the cold value observed.411

The temporal evolution of the atmospheric potential temperature close to the surface are reproduced by the LES (Fig. 8b)412

with a well-marked diurnal cycle. The atmospheric specific humidity close to the surface (Fig. 8c) does not exhibit a pronounced413

diurnal cycle, consistently with the observations. The coupled LES leads to an almost constant standard deviation of surface414

potential temperature and specific humidity throughout the duration of the simulation while the observations present more415

variability, especially around 1600 LT on the second day. The time series of the surface wind speed in Fig. 8d presents a weak416

diurnal cycle, correctly reproduced by the LES; remember however that in the simulation the wind is nudged towards observed417

wind with a relaxation timescale of 3 hours (cf. Sect. 2.2.3). Even if the wind conditions are very light, the spatial variability of418

the simulated surface wind speed is relatively large and almost constant with time. The sharp peak of U0 observed around 1600419
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LT is supposed to be related to convective gusts (Bellenger et al., 2010). Indeed, the observed rain event (see Fig. 12 below)420

around 1530 LT is time-correlated with a drop in potential temperature (Fig. 8b), which supports the hypothesis of a cold pool421

occurrence. This localized event observed at the R/V Revelle is not reproduced by the atmospheric LES, however the positively422

skewed distribution in U0 and the negatively skewed distribution of θ0 (not shown here) may trace the existence of cold pools.423

As expected from an adequate simulation of SST, θ0, q0 and U0, the surface sensible and latent heat fluxes as well as the424

wind stress are close to observations (Fig. 8e, f and g). As U0 is one of the key parameters for the computation of the turbulent425

surface fluxes, their spatial variability is mainly induced by the surface wind speed. The coupled framework, an atmospheric LES426

coupled with an 1-D oceanic model, is thus able to correctly reproduce the air–sea exchanges associated to the presence of a427

diurnal warm layer.428

4.2 | Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer Structure429

(a) (b) (c)

F I G U R E 9 Vertical profiles of (a) potential temperature, (b) specific humidity and (c) wind speed averaged over the LES
horizontal domain (solid lines) +/− the standard deviation (dashed lines) the 15 nov. at 1700 LT, after 42 hours of simulation.
The coloured zones represent the full range of simulated profiles over the domain. The orange lines are the atmospheric LES
coupled with a 1-D oceanic model, the black and gray lines correspond to the radiosounding launched from the R/V Revelle the
15 nov. at 1709LT and the wind from the Lidar profiler, respectively. The black triangles refer to the surface R/V Revelle
observations at z ∼ 10 m. The

The vertical MABL structure reproduced by the LES, after 42 hours of simulation, is compared to profiles recorded by the430

R/V Revelle radiosounding and Lidar observations at 1709 LT. The full range of potential temperature, specific humidity and431

wind speed profiles and their corresponding mean profiles are shown in Fig. 9. The simulated profiles of potential temperature are432

almost homogeneous over the whole domain and in good agreement with the R/V Revelle’s radiosounding. The mean value of433

specific humidity in the simulated MABL is also consistent with the observed radiosounding. However, the humidity variability434

is more significant (as already shown in Fig. 8c), especially above the MABL where the simulated air masses are slightly too wet,435

with a range of values at the edge of the observations. The spatial variability of the wind is significant over the whole MABL as436

already shown in Fig. 8d but the mean value is consistent with the observations from the radiosounding and from the Lidar.437

The time evolution of the MABL depth, mean potential temperature and specific humidity is presented in Fig. 10 confirming438

results shown in Fig. 9 for a given time. The boundary-layer depth, zi , is estimated from the radiosounding following the439

subjective procedure used in Johnson and Ciesielski (2017) where zi is the level identified by an abrupt increase in stability and440
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(a)

(b)

(c)

F I G U R E 1 0 Time series of MABL (a) depth (zi ), (b) potential temperature (θ) and (c) specific humidity (q ) in the LES
coupled with a 1-D oceanic model. The solid lines referred to averaged values over the whole MABL. For the estimate of zi , the
coloured area represents precision associated to the vertical grid (zi ± ∆z ) and the standard deviation intervals for θ and q . The
black stars correspond to observed values estimated from the R/V Revelle radiosoundings. The vertical black dashed line
indicates the time at which the MABL profiles are shown in Fig. 9.

an abrupt decrease in humidity. The simulated MABL depth is defined as the height of the minimum of domain-average vertical441

buoyancy flux (Deardorff, 1972). Throughout the two days of simulation, the boundary-layer depth and the mean potential442

temperature are similar to observations with an increase of the boundary-layer depth and potential temperature during daytime443

following the increase of SST. The temporal evolution of the mean specific humidity is less accurately simulated with smoother444

variations than the observations. The MABL submitted to a diurnal cycle of SST, resulting from coupling with an 1-D oceanic445

model, evolves similarly to previous results using observations Johnson and Ciesielski (2017) or simulations by Ruppert and446

Johnson (2016), with an afternoon mixed-layer warming of around 0.8 °C, a drying of around 0.5 g kg−1 associated with a447

deepening of around 140 m. Here, we can also note that the simulated MABL is slightly warmer, drier and thicker than the448

observations. The coupled LES correctly reproduces the mean observed characteristics of the MABL including boundary-layer449

depth, potential temperature, specific humidity and wind speed.450

Once the mean MABL structure has been validated, the time evolution of turbulence and cloud fields is then investigated.451

The horizontal cross-sections of 100 m-vertical velocity and 10 m-virtual potential temperature fluctuations (i.e. removing452

the domain mean average) are shown in Fig. 11a and Fig. 11b. The turbulence field appears to be organized into open cells453

defined by the vigorous updrafts along the edges of the cells and weaker downdrafts inside the cells. As suggested by Ruppert454

and Johnson (2015) and Rowe and Houze Jr. (2015), the light wind conditions during the MJO suppressed phase of November455

2011 are favourable to a mesoscale organization into open cells rather than convective rolls. The rain water path (RWP) field456

presented in Fig. 11c shows the existence of various rainy cells. Associated to those rainy cells, the virtual potential temperature457
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(a) (b) (c)

F I G U R E 1 1 Horizontal cross-sections the 15 nov. at 1700 LT of (a) the vertical velocity component fluctuations (w ′) at 100
m, (b) the virtual potential temperature fluctuations (θ′v ) at 10 m and (c) the rain water path (RWP).

and vertical velocity fluctuations also show larger patches of negative values. This is a signature of cold pools triggered by the458

descent of cold air down to the surface due to the evaporation of rain drops into an unsaturated environment. Those cold pools459

spread at the surface and induce upward motions all around well visible in Fig. 11a in particular on the center of the domain.460

Those structures are consistent with previous studies, such as, Feng et al. (2015), Rowe and Houze Jr. (2015), Skyllingstad and461

de Szoeke (2015) which were rather associated with deep convection. Feingold et al. (2010) using satellite images and LES462

simulations showed how precipitating clouds produce an open cellular cloud pattern that oscillates between different, weakly463

stable states. Due to different present environmental conditions, the convection is weaker than in these previous studies, and464

leads to weak rainfall and cold pool intensity as suggested by Zuidema et al. (2012) which focused on cold pools associated to465

shallow convection.466

The turbulence activity presents a well-marked diurnal cycle as shown in Fig. 12a and Fig. 12b with a larger spread of467

the 100 m-vertical velocity and 10 m-virtual potential temperature fluctuations during daytime. The box and whiskers plot468

representation reveals extreme values of virtual potential temperature fluctuations more negative than -0.5 K and of vertical469

velocity fluctuations more negative than -1 m s−1 which correspond to the cold pool values.470

In the case of the LES simulation coupled with the 1-D oceanic model, the downdraft shortwave flux is simulated and no471

longer prescribed from observations as it was the case for the forced 1-D oceanic configuration. As shown in Fig. 12c, the472

domain-average shortwave flux is close to the radiometer’s observation at the R/V Revelle, but there are locally areas where473

SWdown is very low, even close to zero, which highlights the presence of clouds and their impact on the downward solar flux474

actually reaching the surface of the ocean.475

Rainfall is also present in the coupled LES as illustrated in Fig. 12d even if the atmospheric convection is not deep. The476

coupled LES is then able to reproduce the associated structures to this shallow cumulus activity with the signature of cold pools477

already highlighted on the surface parameters and on the turbulent activity. At the R/V Revelle, only a localized rain event has478

been monitored the 15 nov. after 1530 LT which can explain the surface wind gust and the fall of surface temperature at 1600LT479

observed in Fig. 8. This spatially-localized cold pool process, observed here at a fixed point, is also reproduced by the coupled480

LES at various areas of the domain.481

Figure 12e presents the temporal evolution of the cloud cover. There is a distinct diurnal cycle of the cloud base which482

is strongly correlated to the MABL daytime evolution. The cloud layer is thus strongly linked to the SST and driven by the483

turbulent surface fluxes. The evolution of the cloud fraction reflects a daytime cumulus growth with a wider covered surface and484

a deepening of clouds from the sunrise to the late afternoon. Those results are consistent with previous studies on the diurnal485

cycle of the cumulus convection (Ruppert and Johnson, 2015, 2016). Present results confirm simulation results of Ruppert and486

Johnson (2016), using horizontally homogeneous prescribed SST. The observations obtained from the ceilometer show a light487

occurrence of cumulus above the R/V Revelle, which is consistent with the low values of simulated cloud fraction (below 5%).488
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

F I G U R E 1 2 Box and whiskers plots of (a) the 100 m-vertical velocity component fluctuations (w ′) , (b) the 10 m-virtual
potential temperature fluctuations (θ′v ) and (c) the downward shortwave radiation (SWdown ). The center line of a box plot
indicates the median value, the edges of the box are the interquartile ranges and the yellow stars are the extreme value. (d) The
time serie of the domain-averaged rainfall simulated in the coupled LES (orange line) and observed rainfall at the R/V Revelle
(black line) and (e) the time-height cross-section of the simulated cloud fraction with the observed cloud base estimates from the
ceilometer (in black). The vertical black dashed line indicates the time the time at which the horizontal cross-sections are
represented in Fig. 11.

Over the periods of highest cloud cover i.e. between 1100 LT and 1700 LT, the simulated cloud base is in agreement with the489

estimates of the observed cloud base.490

5 | DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS491

Based on atmospheric and oceanic observations collected during the DYNAMO field campaign, a case study has been built to492

examine the ocean-atmosphere interactions during the occurrence of a DWL. We have selected a period of 54 hours, between the493

13 nov. and the 15 nov. 2011, with favourable atmospheric conditions for the formation of a DWL, i.e. MJO suppressed phase,494

clear sky conditions, high solar radiations and light surface wind speed. This coupled case study is now available to realize more495

numerical studies to analyze the ocean-atmosphere interactions when DWL is present, as well as their representation in models496

from LES to Single-Column models. In the present paper, a 1-D oceanic model and an atmospheric LES coupled with the same497

1-D oceanic model have been used.498

The 1-D oceanic model with high vertical resolution is able to reproduce the DWL behaviour over the 2-day period. The499
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model is constrained at the surface by observed atmospheric fields issued from the R/V Revelle. The key processes involved in500

the DWL life cycle have then been examined with sensitivity tests. The solar radiation absorption is the main source of the DWL501

growth. To be properly taken into account, the absorption coefficients should be carefully chosen to fit the current situation and502

its numerical discretization done with care. The importance of surface stress for the representation of the diurnal oceanic jet, and503

consequently for the turbulent vertical mixing induced by the shear instabilities as the deepening of the DWL occurs has been504

highlighted using various surface stresses. At the air-sea interface, the oceanic layer loses energy through the non-solar heating505

flux composed of the sensible, latent and net longwave radiative fluxes. An accurate representation of this surface cooling is506

necessary to represent the temporal extension and the intensity of the DWL and consequently the evolution of the SST. As the507

predicted SST is explicitly used for the computation of the non-solar flux contributing to the surface cooling, several non-linear508

relationships between the involved mechanisms lead to complex interplays. The 1-D oceanic model is to a reasonable extent able509

to realistically reproduce the evolution of a DWL. Of course, some deficiencies remain, especially with regard to the SST decay510

phase in the afternoon. One area for improvement could be the adjustment of the turbulence scheme in the oceanic mixed layer511

in order to be adapted to these stable stratification conditions. For this purpose, an outcome of the present work, an oceanic LES512

would be a relevant approach.513

An atmospheric LES model coupled with the 1-D oceanic model previously validated, has then be used to investigate how514

the presence of a DWL influence the MABL structure. This simulation has been evaluated against available observations and is515

found to provide a general behaviour of the evolution of the MABL in agreement with observations, namely its thickness and516

thermodynamical structure. The simulated turbulence field is organized into open-cells with vigorous thermals along the edge of517

the cells; the occurrence of cold pools associated to precipitating shallow cumulus is also simulated consistent with observations.518

The shallow cumulus convection appears to be directly rooted to the air-sea exchanges and the presence of a DWL leads to a519

diurnal cycle of the cloud layer. The cloud base thus closely follows the MABL depth daytime evolution associated with a larger520

cloud cover and a deepening of the clouds in the late afternoon.521

Coupling atmospheric LES with the 1-D oceanic model allows to represent the main interactions between the ocean and the522

atmosphere and to simulate a spatial variability of SST and therefore of air-sea exchanges. Such work could pave the way to523

investigate the tight interplay between the oceanic mixed layer structure, the air-sea interaction, the mesoscale organization of524

turbulent thermals and shallow clouds.525

The build up of this numerical case study with a 1-D – LES coupling is a first achievement. The next step is to use it to526

evaluate the coupled ocean-atmosphere models in a Single-Column Model framework, following the methodology developed in527

the GEWEX Cloud Systems Studies (GCSS) project (Siebesma et al., 2003; vanZanten et al., 2011) and the GEWEX Atmospheric528

Boundary Layer Study (GABLS) project (Beare et al., 2006) where regional or global model are compared to LES used as a529

reference as first proposed by Randall et al. (1996). A second major perspective will be the design of an ocean LES - atmosphere530

LES coupling framework in order to reproduce explicitly the oceanic turbulent processes and the spatial structure of a DWL. In531

particular, this would allow to better understand the oceanic turbulent vertical transport under stably stratified conditions and to532

improve the oceanic turbulent schemes.533
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A P P E N D I X A : L A R G E S C A L E V E RT I C A L V E L O C I T Y F O R C I N G542

(a)

(b)

F I G U R E 1 3 (a) Time-height cross-section of the large–scale vertical velocity field from an radiative-convective equilibrium
(see appendix A for details) and (b) vertical profile of the large–scale vertical velocity averaged over the 54 h interval selected for
the simulation.

The large–scale vertical velocity has been estimated using a radiative–convective equilibrium assumption (Sobel and543

Bretherton, 2000; Mapes, 2001). Above the MABL, where the turbulent intensity becomes negligible, the diabatic radiative544

effects (cooling or warming) and the adiabatic motions (Sobel et al., 2001) balanced each other. The junction function proposed545

by Bellon and Stevens (2012), an exponential interpolation, is applied between the profile ofwLS (z ) above the MABL and the546

surface limit condition wLS (z = 0) = 0. Figure 13a presents the time–height cross–section of the large–scale vertical velocity547

for the entire period of the simulation. The diurnal evolution ofwLS is closely linked to the radiative cooling or warming. The548

subsidence is enhanced during the night while after sunrise, the increase of shortwave radiation leads to an opposite sign of the549

vertical velocity with ascending motion that remains weak compared to the subsidence with values of around 2.5 mm s−1 and550

−7.2 mm s−1 at 4000 m, respectively. The evolution of wLS is consistent with previous studies such as Johnson et al. (2015)551

based on a sounding network during DYNAMO field campaign or Ruppert and Johnson (2016) using the weak temperature552

gradient (WTG) scheme to compute the large–scale vertical velocity. As observed during the DYNAMO field campaign, inhibited553
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convection regimes lead to atmospheric conditions quite similar from one day to the next, the diurnal evolution of the large–scale554

vertical velocity is thus very similar for the two days of interest. Sensitivity numerical tests with the model, show that the diurnal555

cycle of wLS had a small impact of results. Therefore, to keep as much simple the simulations, a constant-in-time profile of556

vertical velocity (Fig 13b) is prescribed. In a daily-mean point of view, the large scale vertical velocity reflects a subsidence557

motion. This is relevant of a present MJO suppressed phase. This large–scale subsidence, which partly controls the moistening558

of the MABL, contributes to inhibit the moist convective activity. (Takemi et al., 2004; Ruppert and Johnson, 2015)559
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